Technical Circular
No.:

124/2017

Date: 6th October 2017

To whomsoever it may concern
Subject: USCG marine safety alert reg. Leaky Lifejacket Lights.


USCG has issued marine safety alert 09-17 regarding leaky lifejacket lights which relates
to bulletin issued by Cruise Lines International Association on malfunction of lifejacket
lights.



The safety alert concerns, Alcares water activated flashing lifejacket lights models Jack
A1-ALK and Jack ARH-ALK, about leaking batteries and having incorrect battery
expiration labels. Inspections on these discovered that over 3000 faulty lights were found
non operational before their expiration date.



In view of above, USCG has recommended that
1. Lifejackets with lights, especially those with automatic lights are to be stored in
temperature and humidity controlled, water tight environments.
2. Visual inspection and testing of lifejacket lights are to be conducted according to
vessel carriage requirements as per SOLAS, LSA code etc. and manufacturer
manuals.



USCG has advised owners/operators to check their lifejacket lights at the earliest for
satisfactory operation and contact Alcares for any questions regarding leaking batteries or
replacement of faulty lights.
Phone: +45 47 19 00 00;
Email: alcares@alcares.dk ;
Website: http://alcares.dk/leaking-batteries-found/

Enclosure:
1. USCG marine safety alert 09-17.

. This Technical Circular and the material contained in it is provided only for the purpose of
supplying current information to the reader and not as an advice to be relied upon by any
person.
. While we have taken utmost care to be as factual as possible, readers/ users are advised to
verify the exact text and content of the Regulation from the original source/ issuing Authority.

Whilst the utmost care has been taken in the compilation of the Technical Information, neither Indian Register of
Shipping, its affiliates and subsidiaries if any, nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents assume any
responsibility and shall not be liable to any person for any loss, damage or expense caused in any manner
whatsoever by reliance on the information in this document.

